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The Efficacious Path speak of it in the past tense _ "it 

the law". was 
~e was not alone. Many watched in 
dismay _as the bases of law crumbled 
as public order deteriorated as ' Abdul Wahid 

I begin with an anecdote recorded by 
Margery Perham, a writer who thrived 
on British imperialism. The context is 
the transition period from Muslim to 
British rule in northern Nigeria in the 
first half of this century. With Mar-
agery Perham (M.P.) is a British Dis-
trict Officer (D.O.) and an Alkali 
(A.), alkali being the Hausa term for 
al-Qadi or the Muslim judge. 
M.P. : How do you handle cases of 
adultery? · 
A. : According to the law, both are to 
be stoned io death. 
M.P. : But not now? 
A. : Now I sentence the man to two 
years' imprisonment and a 
beating. 
D.0.: But I have lately persuaded you 
to reduce it to one year and a beating. 
M.P. : Were you stoning people to 
death just before the British caine? 
A. : I do · not remember a case, nor 
does my father, not did my 
grandfather, but it is the law. 
D.O · Why did you put up such a 
strong opposition to recognizing the 
lesser · penalty? -· 
A. Because the other was the law. 

From - many· ·standpoints, a · most in-
structive exchange indeed. 
Here we can see the overweening 
confidence of the British who came to 
stamp out all that is "repugnalit-''to 
natural justice, morality and the -law 
of the Protectorate and all that- in-
volves inhuman punishments". 
We can feel the sense of horror on the 
part of M.P '(''But not 
now?") that such inhuman and barba-
ric punishments · could still be con-
templated under the· new and more 
enlightened dispensation. We can· dis-
cern the feeling of exasperation on the 
part of the •D.O. at -having ·to•; cope 
with · a rather ·recalcitrant riative, a 
D.O who is determined not merely to 
reduce the penalty for adultery but 
who might have been quite happy not 
to recognize it as a crime anyway. 
What- a splendid way to get rid of a 
particular crime - legalize it!' 
We can also see the quiet confidence 
of the Alkali, who although reduced 
to practical·impotence, yet maintains-a 
Jeep respect for the superiority and 
the sanctity of the Shari'ah - "it is the 
law". Such a respect is a necessary 
condition for • any system of law to 
operate efficiently. And clearly from 
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the above exchange, it is apparent 
that under Muslim rule, knowledge of 
and respect for the Shari'ah must have 
been at a rather high level not only 
among the judiciary but also among 
the populace · at large if neither the 
alkali, nor his father, nor his grand-
father could recall a case where the 
sanction against adultery was ever in-
voked. Backed up by the institutional 
muscle of the state, the law obviously 
meant som~thing.-
By contrast, under the new British 
dispensation, there could be no such 
certain knowledge and respect for the 
shifting and ever-changing bases of 
laws and regulations and we can pie: 
ture the disturbed alkali having to 
contend with corrosive crimes against 
honour and chastity, the family and 
society. How troubled he must have 
been, how perplexed, perhaps even 
how angry? As the upholder of the 
Shari'ah (literally meaning 'The 
Path'), he must have been secure in. 
the knowledge that he was treading 
the path of Divine-justice and equity. 
Now, as a functionary of a native 
court under the ·. ·British, he had· .in 
effect to tread on · the Shari'ah, -- to 
trample it underfoot, .to ·suppress it j,t~ 

fhft d . . , cases o t e an corrupt10n increased 
Today, in Nigeria as elsewhere · M 
I. ' us-1ms .,are _concerned to speak of the 
Shan ah m the present tense. Many 
are aware of the processes by wbi h 
the Shari'ah has been detoured i 
the byways of our existence, of h:; 
many Muslim societies have taken the 
path of least resistance, concentrating 
on matters of minor import while 
ignoring or side-stepping what is obli-
gatory and crucial -and in the process 
losing a sense of balance and a sense 
of priorities - something the Shari'ab 
is very much concerned about. 
Many realise . that the Sh.qi'ah prov-
ides the. basis / for individual felicity 
and societatstability. It has an irredu-
cible core which . is un~hangeable. as 
well as -elements of movement that 
allow for meeting contemporary c,:fial-
lenges. While trained minds grapple 
with th1;:se challenges ·· at the , cutting 
edge between the _ present and the 
future, .!he fund~entaJ questions for 
the actualisation and the efficacy · of 
the Sharia'ah rema,in, qu_estiQns which 
our Alkali was obviously acutely con-
scious of. The most fundamental-of all 
questions in this regard-for each indi-
vidual and- each -society to decide is:· to 
whom or to what is responsibility a:nd 
accountability ultimately due. 

'· 
The Muslin'.I World'. 

mra1~1m 
H1,1ndredi (;if books are published every month 
f~om .Ea'st and West on Islam and the Muslim 
world. It is humanly impossible for individuals 
to _keep _up with tM information explosion. 
Thrs unrq1,1e quarterly_ publication of the 
Islamic Fo_undation aims not only to introduce _ 
but to give a comprehensive and critical 
evaluation of books on Islam and the Muslim 
world with due consideration to the Muslim , · 
viewpoint_. The reviews are written. . by 
scholars of Islam and area specialists. The . 
four issues are published in Autumn Winter, 
Spring and'Summer. ' 
No scholar or Hbrary concerned with the con-
tempor•rv ·world, whose future Is now lnelitri· 
cably linked with that of the Muslim . world, . 
can afford to miss this important journal. 

THE MUSLIM WORLD 
BOOK REVIEW 

• ~eeps abreast of important periodic • Critically evaluates i11ues in important 
literature on Islam and the Muslim world. books through in-depth and short reviews. 

e comprehenlive bibliographiH on 10me important 
themes of immense intereet to 1cholare and researchers. 

THE ISLAMIC FOUNDATION 
223, London Road, Leicester, LE21ZE. Tel: (0533) 700725 

Note: Tht1 Islamic F<Jffndation (one of Europe's lt111ding publislHtrs of Islamic books}. has 
publtshect over _100 tit/a on Islam for l'tllldt1rs of all age groups. Some of the books are 
also 11vl!il11blt1 1n_ German, French, Dutch, Portuguese and SpanWI languages. For 
further 1nformat1on and a free copy of catalogue write to the Sain Manager at thll 
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